
exhile from italy and reflecting on my state as a dissident with both large and

09118: "recording my thoughts mostly over the christmas holiday spent somewhat in 

some time in vicenza with my parents"

mostly working on my installation without getting much ideas up untill spending 

cities like heidelberg and getting more idea but once in the mountains in italy 

getting  ideas  then  and  later  also  traveling  across  germany  stopping  in  several 

14147:  "in  the  netherlands  with  the  spring  coming  yet  waking  up  at  night  and 

yellow shape and all other colours transiting across it"

blue flow that has characterized all previous paintings but keeping the central 

07196:  "taking  my  time  to  execute  this  painting  now  almost  getting  rid  of  the 

but then going back to the dunes with august and livia with quite some wind"

days completely without wind and exploring then the dunes in the northern holand 

netherlands and usually avoiding not to go out with kids but waiting for the few 

18140:  "a  winter  month  with  a  lot  of  wind  mostly  bringing  warmer  air  in  the 

among other sheep in the flatland"

with the ram protagonist most obstinate to become king but at last having to blend 

canadian  mountain  rams  but  really  setting  the  fable  in  my  own  native  mountains 

08117:   "fable   written   in   the   netherlands   inspired   from   a   documentary   about 

devastating australian bush fire causing however very few deaths"

loosing  control  yet  with  the  media  focusing  mostly  on  other  issues  such  as  the 

africa and an increasing attack occurring in muslim countries with the situation 

12187:  "news  read  daily  in  the  netherlands  with  many  casualties  occurring  in 

apartment in djursholm walking there and commuting to the university"

traveling to a conference of my department as well as staying with my kid in his 

17109:  "clouds  mostly  observed  while  in  sweden  with  the  coming  of  the  spring 

as taking minor walks with the weather getting worst and visiting gouda"

but also on the dunes in northern holland carrying livia in the backpack as well 

then with august coming here taking several walks by the lake and around culemborg 

breda  going  from  myrthe's  mother  to  her  father  for  the  two  christmas  party  and 

new financial hub and back in the netherlands taking a long walk under the rain in 

surviving outskirts with much underground vibe and trying to stay away from the 

at home in the netherlands and crossing the city several times exploring both the 

05144: "doing a lot of walking alone in hamburg with myrthe and the kids staying 

exaggerating too much because of my knee"

me taking a bike ride in the dutch countryside feeling quite trained but without 

having to wait some time for a nice day with myrthe staying home with the kids and 

and finally going for a run with silvester on the stroller but hurting my knee and 

06179: "attempting to train despite the bad weather and both kids to tak care of 



apartment basically living there to attend the university and chatting much with

10144:  "very  nice  folk  met  while  in  a  hostel  in  central  stockholm  without  an 

meeting with my russian friend pyotr and with my girlfriend's cousins"

my  footsteps  getting  quite  successful  but  then  gaining  increasing  strength  also 

my project i am so hard working on and with other friends who have been following 

his departure feeling quite down and locked up with almost no future prospect for 

04131: "to begin with feeling very happy to have my son august around but after 

casualties pretty much all over the world"

resulting into the shooting down of a plane with civilians and beside that finding 

from   the   iranian   revenge   over   the   american   killing   of   one   of   his   generals 

with gossips and having to dig quite much in search for actual casualties aside 

12188:  "regularly   checking  the  news   but   finding   them  more   than  ever   congested 

but also now also singing songs to baby silvester to make him fall asleep"

songs mostly on the radio and then back to the netherlands hearing livia singing 

have a meeting with the local hunters blocking my installation and getting to hear 

also listening to songs while traveling to italy renting a car there to quickly 

03131: "listening to the songs played in the cartoon channel watched by livia and 

of the coloured surfaces"

part of the green area making more silver area thus creating a nice interweaving 

shapes and the colours before hand only after the first painting phase removing 

maternity leave and making a much less vigorous pencil drawing and working on the 

07197: "executing a painting now making use of the last days of my girlfriend's 

completely barbarian and and exploding huge amounts of fireworks all around us"

heavy gun powder for the insane new years celebration with the dutch folk turning 

traffic  on  the  way  to  places  across  the  busy  dutch  highways  and  also  breathing 

walking also with august here for the winter holiday only finding quite an awful 

15129:  "a   month   breathing   relatively  fresh  air  and  spending   much  time   outdoor 

hosted by a very outgoing indian programmer"

meeting  an  english  guy  living  in  an  island  nearby  stockholm  as  well  as  getting 

finnish  friend  smoking  weed  on  a  hill  in  the  forest  while  i  was  drawing  and 

photographing  the  university  photographer  taking  pictures  of  me  and  meeting  two 

as   a   security   guard   but   hoping   to   start   a   factory   in   his   country   and   then 

scottland and his disease and then renting a room from a bengali nice guy working 

with   the   graphic   editor   of   my   thesis   and   getting   to   know   his   background   in 

briefly to a party he made in his house on the hills and then in sweden meeting 

10143:  "getting  to  know  the  mother  of  an  old  italian  friend  met  after  i  went 

august and recording far less during his time with us in the netherlands"

livia  asleep  in  the  stroller  even  under  the  rain  but  then  mostly  focusing  on 

small institutions such as also my parents recording many thoughts walking with 



two nice sisters from alaska and a young guy i helped to catch the bus back to

germany as well as sharing the dormitory room with a nice brazilian girl and also

meeting other americans"


